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Heating-up of livestock buildings 
by sunshine
Summer heat penetration through
outer walls and roof areas of live-
stock housing has substantial influ-
ence on interior temperatures. The
surface temperature of the outer
wall is critical for the transmission
of heat through the wall. This heat,
depending on material and choice
of colour, is often substantially hig-
her than the air temperature.
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Insulation warranties and energy require-
ment information for conventionally con-

structed livestock buildings are unfortunate-
ly still the exception and in practice even less
attention is paid to summer heat insulation.
As with every other building, a livestock
house consists principally of six shell areas,
i.e. ground plate, roof and four sidewalls fac-
ing the main points of the compass. All 
these shell planes exert a certain climatic in-
fluence on the interior temperature, affected
by selection of material and time of year.
Heat collects or is lost, whereby heat trans-
fer through the floor plate has naturally the
least variation and influence with winter and
summer temperature differences here within
a range well below those that can occur with
the other shell surfaces.

The main reasons for planning an investi-
gation into this aspect were:
• to determine the temperature differences

between outer air and outer wall surfaces
• to establish the time taken for heat trans-

mission (amplitude difference) within the
wall construction.

Investigation methods and results

Conducted over several months during sum-
mer 2001 at the FAL, were investigations in-
to heat transfer, i.e. the effect of solar radia-
tion (surface temperature of the outer wall)
on the building interior temperature. On the
south façade of a conventionally constructed
feeding pig building the „real temperature
progression“ was measured with NiCr-Ni
Thermodraht sensors on the surfaces and
within the wall construction in 5-minute 
rhythm and using DIN 4108 calculations and
this was compared with the temperatures
within the building.

Because of the better access offered to in-
stalled measurement instrumentation the da-
ta was measured on the outer wall of an area
not filled with pigs, thus no factors were re-
corded that would have certainly influenced
the measurement data such as those caused
by heat production by livestock (heat pro-
duction/heat emission) 1800 W/large animal
unit [1], according to DIN 18910 and [2] a-
round 900 W/large animal unit).
The comparison data from the „room tem-
perature of the feeding pig building“ were
recorded at four-hour intervals in a neigh-
bouring, climate controlled compartment
filled with pigs. In this case climate control-
led meant air conditioning for cooling as
well as for heating the interior.

For demonstrating the facts and measure-
ment results here, two warm days in August
2001 were selected, ones which certainly re-
present no exceptional situation during the
year as a whole.

The temperature progression on the sur-
face area of the outer wall, the separation
surface of facing /air space, the separation
area insulation/inner wall construction and
the inner wall surface is demonstrated by a
line diagram The curves show clearly the
(expected) time delay in temperature pro-
gression in the case of heat transmission in
the investigated outer wall. As comparison
parameters air temperatures measured in the
shadow taken by the German Meteorological
Service (DWD) for the area Brunswick are
used as well as the temperatures from the
building interior. As mentioned above, the
interior air is additionally influenced by the
air conditioning equipment so that the recor-
ded building interior temperature cannot be
seen as the result of exterior air, heat emis-
sion by pigs and the under-pressure ventila-
tion, although this has no influence on the
principle findings.

The highest air temperatures recorded by
the DWD for August 25, 2002 at 31.1°C 
were between 17.00 and 17.15, lowest at
06.00 being 16.5°C. The heat transmission-
critical outer surface temperatures, i.e. the
development of the building interior tempe-
rature – in this case on the south side of the
building – were at the documented times
48°C and 22.3°C respectively. The highest
surface temperature was recorded on the
south wall at 14.35 and was 55.3°C. With
this, the difference between the theoretically
calculated value and the recorded tempera-
ture was still 24.2 K.

The sensors mounted during the construc-
tion of the wall could determine the heat
transmission and therefore the amplitude de-
lay. The highest surface temperature was
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55.3°C at 14.35. The interior of the wall fac-
ing  (facing brickwork 1.8) indicated at this
time a temperature in the area separation
layer facing/air gap a temperature of still
44.6°C and only reached the maximum va-
lue of 49.3°C 2 1/4 hours later. A further 
time and temperature delay occurred at the
separation layer  insulation/inner layer (glass
wool WLG 040, d = 80 mm; lime sand full-
stone 2.0). Here on this particular day at
20.35  the highest temperature was measured
and at 9.50, the lowest, being 32.7°C and
27.6°C respectively. This was also the mea-
surement point where the least variation bet-
ween day and night temperatures was recor-
ded.

Equally significant and interesting is the
time of lowest temperature in this curve, in
the late morning, i.e. at a time when the east
façade was once again recording highest
temperatures and even the south façade was
showing clearly rising ones. Peak temperatu-
re was in the evening , i.e. when outer tem-
peratures were already falling rapidly. The
cross point was reached shortly after 20.00.

The inner surface temperature of the wall
was characterised by a slightly wider tempe-
rature range. Observing the temperature line
in figure 1 shows that here the lowest as well
as the peak point was earlier than those in the
separation surface insulation/wall interior
construction. The reason for this contra-run-
ning  tendency comes from the influences of
the other shell surfaces  enclosing the interi-
or space: enabling an additional heat dis-
charge  in the case of sinking outer tempera-
tures , i.e. an additional cooling effect,  but
on the other hand bringing an earlier and lon-
ger-lasting heat introduction.
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Conclusions

What conclusions and deductions can now
be arrived at with these results for the plan-
ning  and the running of an insulated, con-
ventionally constructed and mechanically
ventilated livestock building?
• As much attention should be paid to sum-

mer heat protection as to other temperature
influences in the planning of livestock 
buildings.

• All building shell surfaces influence the
heat situation in a building.

• Through skilful and considered selection
of material and appropriate wall construc-
tion the warming up of the interior air 
space can be substantially delayed; in given
cases by six to eight hours.

• Even the colours used for outer walls and
roof areas play an important role in interi-
or temperature – and as is known not least
for the avoidance of building damage
(cracks from temperature-caused ten-
sions).
• It should be considered whether, possibly
through a suitably controlled ventilation
programme, the building interior tempera-
ture and the heat radiating wall interior sur-
face can be positively influenced so that the
highest interior temperature could be
achieved at a time when the exterior tem-
perature has already again dropped. Increa-
sed airflow rates in the cooler night hours
– depending on appropriate interior vol-
ume and wall interior material – could cer-
tainly improve the situation.

• In every case the ventilation equipment
should have sufficient capacity to cope
with critical situations such as fully
stocked compartments, fully-grown ani-
mals and extreme temperatures.

• A welcome effect for pollution protection
could be that the highest airflow rates are
reached at a time when the affected popu-
lation take less notice and when odours are
less intensive because of the relatively coo-
ler temperatures.
Fig. 1: Line diagram of surface and wall dividing area temperatures over a period of 48 hours featuring
the outer wall of a conventionally built feeding pig house.
Fig. 2: Measured and
computed temperature

development  (accor-
ding to DIN 4108 at

predetermined area
temperature) in the

outer wall of a conven-
tional feeding pig house.
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